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Abstract. Fall incidents and the sustained injuries represent the main causes of 
accidents for elderly people, and also the third cause of chronic disability. The 
rapid detection of a fall event can reduce the mortality risk, avoiding also the 
aggravation of injuries. In this paper an embedded healthcare system based on a 
microwave radar is presented. A Continuous Wave (CW) Doppler radar is used 
to detect the changes in speed of different persons experienced during daily 
activities, namely falling and normal/random movements. The resulted speed 
signals are then processed in real-time by a digital signal processor (DSP) in 
order to detect fall incidents. Experimental results, conducted on real human 
volunteers in a real room setting, have shown a success rate of 100% in 
detecting fall events. Moreover, no false positives have been reported. 

1   Introduction 

The elderly population has been steadily increasing worldwide. This situation, 
together with the shortage of nursing homes and the natural desire to stay at home, 
has resulted in a growing need for healthcare approaches that emphasize routine 
long-term monitoring in the home environment. Elderly people who live alone are 
usually exposed to health risks which in some cases may cause fatality. In fact, fall 
incident among the elderly is considered one of the major problems worldwide, and 
often result in serious physical and psychological consequences [1]. Research pointed 
out that 30% to 45% of the persons older than 60 years fall at least once a year. 
People who experience a fall event at home, and remain on the ground for an hour or 
more, may suffer from many medical complications, such as dehydration, internal 
bleeding, and cooling, and half of them die within six months [2]. The delay in 
hospitalization increases mortality risk. Studies have shown that the longer the person 
lies on the floor, the poorer is the outcome of medical intervention [3], [4]. For that 



reason, it is imperative to detect falls as soon as they occur such that immediate 
assistance may be provided. 

Current health monitoring systems are based on necklace or wristwatch with a 
button that is activated by the patient in case of an accident. However, in emergency 
situations, this imposes an important risk factor. In fact, the person may forget to wear 
the device, or likely may no longer be able to press the button. The ideal solution is 
therefore a contactless approach that avoids the need for actions by the elderly person. 
Systems under investigation in the latter category are based on video cameras, floor 
vibration, and acoustic sensors. In the case of the video camera method, researchers 
are currently trying to address challenges related to low light, field of view, and image 
processing, but also privacy is a concern [5]. Floor vibration and acoustic sensors 
have limited success due to the environmental interference and background noise [6].  

Due to the disadvantages of existing fall detection technologies, there is a need for 
further solutions. An alternative approach based on radar techniques has been 
demonstrated by the authors [7], [8]. The system uses a machine learning technique to 
distinguish fall events from normal movements as described in [9].  

In this paper an embedded healthcare system based on microwave radar 
measurements is described. As opposed to [8], a digital signal processor (DSP) 
platform has been used to process the motioning signals in order to detect fall 
emergencies in real-time.  

The embedded healthcare system and the data processing technique used to process 
the monitoring signals are introduced in Section 2. The implementation of the data 
processing technique by means of a DSP is detailed in Section 3. Experimental results 
are shown in Section 4. 

2   Embedded Healthcare System 

The embedded healthcare system used to design the real-time fall detector has been 
described by the authors in [8]. It consists of a sensor, combining both radar and 
wireless communications features, and a base station for data processing (Fig. 1). The 
sensor integrates a radar module, a Zigbee module, and a microcontroller, while the 
base station consists of a Zigbee module and the TMS320C6678 DSP platform. 

A Continuous Wave (CW) waveform at 5.8 GHz is generated and used to detect 
the speed signals produced by the test persons during daily activities, namely falling 
and normal/random movement. The resulting baseband signals are digitized and 
transmitted to a base station to be processed.  

A movement classification based on a Least Squares Support Vector Machines 
(LS-SVM) approach combined with Global Alignment (GA) kernel [9] is applied to 
analyze the digitized baseband speed signals in order to distinguish falls from other 
movements. The technique aims at assessing the changes in speed experienced during 
a fall or a normal movement. During a fall, in fact, the speed continuously increases 
until the sudden moment when the movement stops abruptly. During a normal 
movement, the Doppler signal experiences a controlled movement. More precisely, 
while a person is sitting down, the speed first gradually increases, and then decreases 
to a smooth stop, whereas during a walk the speed is quite constant over time.  



The developed algorithm consists of two stages of data analysis, namely the 
training phase and the testing phase (Fig. 2). Both phases use the digitized speed 
signal as input. 

 

Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram of the embedded healthcare system. 

 

Fig. 2.  Block diagram of the implemented classification technique. 

2.1   Training Phase 

The training phase consists of activity detection and segmentation, feature 
extraction, feature selection, and model estimation. The training activities are divided 
in two main groups, namely fall events and normal movements. These acquired 
activities are used to build a data set. However, before learning a model, each activity 
is grouped in a segment of 2 seconds, considered sufficient to cover the details of the 
activities and mainly the fall event. This operation of segmentation consists in the 
detection of the activity energy’s peak and in cutting the signal around this peak. 
Given such segments, the data is preprocessed, namely it is first standardized, such 
that each dimension has zero mean and unit standard deviation, and then transformed 
using the Short Time Fast Fourier Transform (STFT) from which only the magnitude 
spectrum is retained. Prior to the learning phase, the data is again standardized. Once 
the learning process is finalized, the model is created and stored in a memory to be 
used in the validation stage.  



2.2   Testing Phase 

The algorithm performed in this phase presents a structure similar to the data 
processing of the training phase (Fig. 2). However, the main difference lies in the 
segmentation stage where the sliding window principle is applied due to the fact that 
the starting and ending points of the activities are unknown. The size of the sliding 
window has been fixed to 2 s in order to be consistent with the length of the activities’ 
segments in the training phase, while the overlap among windows is fixed to 95%. 

 

3   Classification Implementation 

In order to process a continuous stream of radar signals consisting of multiple 
activities invoked at unknown instants, the sliding window principle should be 
applied continuously to the received data. The sensor node transmits to the base 
station the speed signals every 100 ms. Therefore, every time a new frame is 
available, the relative samples are concatenated with the last 1.9 sec. of the previous 
signals to create a window of 2 seconds and to have an overlap of 95%. This large 
overlap is used to improve the performance of the system. In fact, a larger overlap 
involves a higher number of classifications such that a fall event will be considered 
over multiple windows, making the system much more immune to the noise that 
could generate a false positive in a single window classification. Finally, each 
segment is then preprocessed and classified. 

A custom parallelization technique involving the 8 cores of the TMDS320C6678 
DSP has been implemented to perform real-time classification. The strict requirement 
is that a segment classification must be performed before a new Zigbee 
communication occurs, that means in a time shorter that 100 ms. The pseudo-code of 
the classification is shown in Fig. 3. The core of the algorithm is to determine the 
Kernel array K, whose elements are calculated by the function computeGAK(Test, 
Training), that is an off-the-shelf C code that computes the Global Alignment Kernel 
for the LS-SVM algorithm. Finally, the function f(K) returns a value that, compared to 
a threshold, determines whether the segment contains fall or normal movement data. 
For each iteration of the loop, 8 elements of the Kernel matrix K are computed at the 
same time by the 8 cores of the DSP. Each core invokes the function computeGAK() 
independently.  

 
for (j = 0 to N train  - 1) 
 core0 • K j  = computeGAK(Test, Training j  ); 
 core1 • K j+1  = computeGAK(Test, Training j+1  ); 
 core2 • K j+2  = computeGAK(Test, Training j+2 ); 
 core3 • K j+3  = computeGAK(Test, Training j+3 ); 
 core4 • K j+4  = computeGAK(Test, Training j+4 ); 
 core5 • K j+5  = computeGAK(Test, Training j+5 ); 
 core6 • K j+6  = computeGAK(Test, Training j+6 ); 
 core7 • K j+7  = computeGAK(Test, Training j+7 ); 
 j = j+8; 
 end for; 
end for; 



val = f(K) = K· α + b; 
if ( val < threshold ) 
 then fall event;  
 else normal movement; 
 

Fig. 3.  Classification pseudo-code. Ntrain represents the number of matrices in the Training 
structure. Training and Test are thee-dimensional matrices resulting respectively from the 
model estimation and the preprocessing in the testing phase. The vector α and the constant b 
are variabiables estimathed in the training phase.  

4   Experimental Results 

A training set containing 80 activities executed by a single test person is used to 
estimate the activity classification model. The models have consequently been tested 
for 3 hours on 3 different test persons, for a total of 36 signals of 5 minutes each. 
Each of these signals was acquired with a single volunteer in the room at a time, and 
who had not contributed to the training model. The subjects were allowed to mimic 
typical domestic situations without any restriction in their movements. Moreover, 
each signal contained only one fall event invoked in a random instant.  

The success rate of the system was calculated as the percentage of detected falls. 
The results have indicated a success rate in detecting fall incidents in real-time of 
100%, without reporting any false positives. Fig. 4 shows the result of the 
classification on a small portion of a signal containing fall event invoked at about 24 
seconds. Each dot represents the class where a window of 2 sec. of signal has been 
assigned. The event was classified as fall for eight consecutive windows while the 
alarm was activated after the third. Since the time to classify a window is 16 ms, the 
total time to detect a fall event is about 316 ms. 

 

Fig. 4. Classification results of a small portion of a signal containing a fall event. In this 
example, the results of the classification are sent to Matlab for plotting. The fall is labelled as 
“1” while the normal movement as “2”.  



5   Conclusion 

In this paper, an embedded healthcare system for non-invasive fall detection in in-
door environment has been described. It consists of a radar sensor and a base station 
for data processing. The implementation of the fall detection algorithm by means of a 
DSP platform has been also presented. Experimental results conducted with human 
subjects have shown a success rate in detecting fall incidents in real-time of 100%, 
without reporting any false positives, with a maximum delay of about 316 ms. 

The system is inline with the growing need for home health care applications and 
supervision technology for elderly people living at home. Next step is to integrate 
multiple sensors in a wireless sensor network in order to cover a whole room and also 
to perform in-door positioning. 
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